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Design and Development of Raisins Drying Machine
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Abstract -- Raisin is popular dry fruit item with long life
around 6 months if stored properly. Apart from use as a
dry fruit item, it is used in large quantities in many sweet
preparations, some bakery product items and desserts.
Raisins are also used in some herbal medicine
preparation. Harvesting of grapes start from January and
ends by may every year. Hence this business is seasonal
and factories work for 6 months every year. So to reduce
that high percentage of moisture they carry conventional
process for reducing this moisture as per requirement but
this process takes more time, man power as well as
money. It requires sun rays which is dependent on time
and season as well as it changes with day time. In rainy
season it is very difficult to dry the raisin because of lack
of sun rays and procedure adopted for this very
sophisticated. Above problem was explained by ordinary
farmer we have taken opinion from them and find out
that we have developed such machine. The detail
development of raisin drying machine is presented in this
paper.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Raisins are basically dry grapes and are known as
Kishmish, bedana, manuka or dry
fruits. Sangali
and Nashik districts grow large quantities of grapes
and many growers or gardeners are keen to supply to
raisin makers due to assured market. Maharashtra is
therefore preferred location. Raisin is popular dry
fruit item with long life around 6 months if stored
properly. Apart from use as a dry fruit item, it is used
in large quantities in many sweet preparations, some
bakery product items and desserts. Raisins are also
used in some herbal medicine preparation. Harvesting
of grapes start from January and ends by may every
year. Hence this business is seasonal and factories
work for 6 months every year.
The outer layers and surface of raisin berries have
physical and chemical mechanisms to resist water
loss and nature’s way of keeping the berry hydrated
and turgid. The principal barrier is the raisins cuticle,
which includes the outer layer of wax or bloom. This
wax consists of partially overlapping flat platelets
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that are irregular or lacelike in texture. Their orderly
spacing and arrangement and the chemical
characteristics of the wax provide water repellence
and vapor loss resistance. During drying, water in the
grape berry moves in the liquid phase through the
cells to the cuticle. It must then pass as vapor through
the wax platelets and evaporate from the outside
surface. Water movement within the grape is speedy
in comparison to the slow transfer of water through
the cuticle. The rate of water loss from the berry is
dependent on the water’s rate of transfer and
availability at the berry surface. The transfer rate is
governed by differences between the vapor pressure
of the fruit and that of the surrounding air, referred to
as vapor pressure deficit or evaporative potential.
Vapor pressure deficits are greatest with a high berry
temperature and a low relative humidity. High air
temperatures and rapid air movement contribute to
low relative humilities of these factors; berry
temperature is the most important driving force in
field drying.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Most of agricultural product content moisture.
This is directly affected on product make in
farm.
In raisin production process dry raisins are
washed for cleaning purpose.
After washing process surface moisture of raisins
get increased.
So to reduce that high percentage of surface
moisture they carry conventional process for
reducing this moisture as per requirement but
this process takes more time, man power as well
as money. It requires sun rays which is
dependent on time and season as well as it
changes with day time.
In rain season it is very difficult to reduce
moisture because of lack of sun rays. And
procedure adopted for this very sophisticated.
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6.

Above problem was explained by ordinary
farmer we have taken opinion from them and
find out that we can develop such machine.
Hence we experienced that it need to develop
machine which overcomes above problems
economically.

7.

II.

COMPONENTS OF RAISIN DRYING
MACHINE

Components used for manufacturing of machine
given below in table 1.
Sr.
No.

Part Name

Material

Quantity

1

Motor ½ hp

Standard

1

2

MS

1

GI

1

4
5

Worm Gear box
Fixed sheet metal
box
Conveyor Belt
Idler Pulley

1
7

6

Bearing

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Rubber
MS
White
Metal
MS
MS
Alloy
MS
MS
Polymer
Nichrome

Coupler
Bolt
Screws
Foundation
Pulley
Belt
Heating coil
Digital Moisture
Standard
Meter
Table no.1: Part List

3

14

III.

14
1
10
60
1
2
1
4

The raisins are feed on the conveyor belt at one end
of machine as per our need. The continuous supply of
raisins is provided on conveyor belt by using
manually controlling arrangement.
There are four heating coils are provided inside the
rotating drum. These four heating coils fixed with
casing with help of attachment and fitted by nut and
bolt and clamping strip. Thus heating element is
hanging in air and continuously radiate heat and
makes air heated which is exact we want to heat
atmosphere inside casing. In casing we have provided
fan arrangement at top above the heater such way that
heated air inside casing should be uniformly
distributed and resulted into directional moisture
reduction in raisins.
Whole arrangement of conveyor as well as fixed
casing and heating arrangement also mounted on
rigid channel along with supports. Seven idler pullies
are connected between two channels. These pullies
supports the conveyor belt. All assembly mounted
that should withstand that load without any vibration
is whole machine.

1

WORKING OF MACHINE

Fig. 1 shows assembly of raisin dryer. The motor is
rotated in clockwise direction and gearbox output
shaft is rotated in anticlockwise direction. When
electric supply is start the motor is turn on. The motor
is coupled with gear box with the help of coupling;
hence output shaft of gear box is rotated. The output
shaft of the gear box is connected to the shaft with
help of belt pulley arrangement attached to them. Due
to belt pulley arrangement required constant speed is
achieved so that conveyor rotates as per requirement.
The motor and gear box arrangement is based on
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main foundation of machine which is below the
conveyor.

Fig. 1 Assembly of Raisin Dryer
Heat generation-During working, temperature in
casing increases up to the 50 to 55 degree Celsius.
This temperature is not harmful to raisins. While
passing through casing surface moisture is removed.
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Surface of raisins is totally dry after passing through
machine but raisin become little soft because of sugar
content.
We have created 2-D model of raisin dryer in AUTOCAD 2009 software. The Orthographic view are
shown in fig. no.2

IV.

DESIGN CALCULATTION

Pitch diameter of gear wheel = 60 mm,
Pitch
diameter of worm gear = 32mm, Number of starts
on the worm :-( z1=1)
Number of teeth on worm wheel: - (z2=29×4)
Permissible torque on worm wheel (i)
i=

=

= 116

Motor speed (N1) =1440,
Output speed of gear box (N2) =


=

=

14rpm

Selection of Electric Motor:

 Motor Power Required for the Machine:Power requirement mainly depends upon torque
required at required speed. First we calculate torque
required to drive net drum. Therefore,
T = I
Wher I = moment of inertia, a =
acceleration
I=
Where, M = mass of belt + mass of raisins present on
the belt = 44 kg
R = radius of net drum = 0.1828 m. Therefore
I =44
= 1.4602 kg.
A=R
N = 10 rpm
=1.047 rad/sec
A=
= 0.2005 m/
Now torque
T = 1.047
= 0.2099 Nm
Now calculating power required
P=

= 0.2198 Kw = 219.8/746

= 0.2946 HP.

Here we choose 0.5 HP motor.

Fig. 2: 2-D design of Raisins Drying Machine
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 Specifications:1]
Power: - 0.5 H.P.
2]
RPM: - 1440 (single speed)
3]
Phase: - Single
4]
Voltage: - 230 V / 240V
5]
Current: - Ampere
6]
Warranty period: - 1 year
7]
Frequency: - 50 HZ.
8]
Motor location: - Mounted on motor bracket
situated at the MIC Frame.
9]
Drive: - Gear drive
10]
Site condition:a) Maximum ambient Temp = 400c
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b) Humidity = Maximum 75%
c) Area of operation = Non hazardous
b) Design of Pulley:

When we are using moisture reducing machine for
drying of raisins,
1) Weather condition does not affect on process of
drying.
2) Machine takes less time to dry raisins up to 15 to
20 mints as moisture present in raisins.
3) It required less space.
4) Cost behind drying process is very less as
compare to conventional process of solar ray
drying.
Following chart shows the cost and man power
required by drying machine is use in single pass
through machine.

Fig.3 CAD of Large Pulley
No.
1
2
2
3

Work done

Manpower
required

Feeding raisins in
1
machine
Collecting raisins in
1
machine
Heating and belt
0
running cost per ton
Machine
1
maintenance
Table 2: Cost as Per Machine Process

Cost
(Rs.)
250
250
250
150

Fig. 4 CAD of Small Pulley

For each pass % of moisture is reduced by 5. Hence,
to reduce % of moisture by 10 we need pass the
raisins 2 times in machine.

The CAD model of large pulley and small pulley is
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. no.4 respectively.
N1 = 14 rpm, D1 = 55mm, D2 = 350mm,
N2 =?

Total cost of drying for 1 ton is 900 Rs with 3 man
powers by using machine in only 1 days.
So as per above calculations total profit by using
machine is 1100 Rs per ton.

N2=9.7rpm =10rpm

V.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of Manual and Machine Process for
drying of one ton of raisins according to manpower,
time and cost.
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Now we have calculated that when total machine cost
will nil.
We know that,
For 1 ton of raisins profit is 1100 Rs.
And cost of machine is 30000 Rs.
When profit reaches above 30000/- Rs, then machine
cost gets nil.
So for how much of kg of raisins required to pass
through the machine that profit will be 30000 Rs
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So, calculating how much kg of raisins required to
pass through the machine to overcome the profit
equal to 30000 Rs.
Quantity in kilograms =
So to nil 30000 Rs cost of machine we required to
pass 27 tons of raisins through machine.
Comparison of Manual and Machine Process for
drying of one ton of raisins according to manpower,
time and cost.

COMPARISON

MANUAL

MACHINE

8

3

Time

2 days

1 days

Cost

2000

900

Man Power

Table 3: Comparison of Manual and Machine Process

VI.

In this way our raisin drying machine is effective and
simple from ease of operation for reducing moisture
at any time any season with less time, manpower and
money. It is also affordable to all farmers. Unskilled
worker can operate the machine easily. It substitutes
for conventional process of grain drying. Hence it is
reliable system. Our raisin drying machine not only
used for drying of raisin but it is also used for drying
of cashew nuts, ground nuts, sunflowers, various
beans which need to dry etc. We have reduced
moisture of raisin from 13% to 15%. Raisin drying
machine can use for drying of medical products such
as drying of medical pills.
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